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PREFACE

This bulletin has been prepared to meet the
need among the operating personnel of the
electric and telephone systems for an out-
line of the principles and problems involved
in the inspection and maintenance of poles
in service,

This bulletin replaces REA Bulletin 161-4,
dated ranuary 21, 1953.

Reprinted February 1960, includes supplements dated August 1957,
August 1, 1958 and May 19, 1959
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INTRODUCTION

A systematic program of pole inspection
and maintenance is essential for the fol-
lowing reasons:

Safety to life and property: Poles should
be maintained above definite minimum
strength requirements.

Efficient service to the consumer: Out-
ages or service interruptions due to pole
failures should be kept to a minimum.

Economical operation: The number of
pole replacements should not be excessive
and the maximum useful life should be
obtained from every pole.
In this bulletin the latest developments

in the methods of inspection and main-
tenance of standing poles have been con-
sidered. Various pertinent information is
included on the causes of pole failures, the
intelligent application of which will aid in
increasing average pole life. Adherence to
the general rules given will eliminate much
guesswork; nevertheless, good judgment
should be used in all cases, since the con-
dition and remaining useful life of similar
poles will vary widely.

This bulletin applies to all poles, both
electric and telephone. However, the
Appendix. which deals with determining
minimum permissible groundline circum-
ference, is adaptable only to poles in
electric lines. It is proposed to include
tables and charts for telephone construc-
tion in a supplementary appendix or in a
reissue of the bulletin.

WHY POLES FAIL

Pole failures result from various causes,
but mainly from a process of gradual de-
terioration or decay, which is caused by
fungi and other low forms of plant life.
Damage by insect attack (termites, ants and
wood borers) is usually considered jointly
with decay because good preservative treat-
ment equally discourages both.

Decay: All species of fungi weaken wood.
some species in an early stage of growth
when signs of decay are difficult to detect
and when there may be only a slight dis-
coloration of the wood. In advanced stages,
disintegration of the wood becomes readily

1, Advanced Decay below Ground1in

apparent. All growing fungi requireamois-
ture content in the wood of Z5 to 50%, though
some forms of brown rot occur when little
moisture is present and are sometimes
called "dry rot". Wood continuously wet
will not decay due to the exclusion of air.
When wood is dry, fungi become dormant
but start growing again when the required
moisture conditions are restored. Due to
the narrow range of moisture requirements,
wood alternately wet and dry is commonly
subject to rapid decay, as occurs in warm
regions offrequent rainfall.

The temperature range for rapid fungus
growth is 75 to 95°F. As temperature de-
creases below 750 the rate of growth de-
creases, and at about 40°F fungi become
dormant but resume growth when the tem-
perature increases.

A porous soil, and one slightly acid
(pH 4-6) and containing certain mineral
requirements, promotes most rapid decay.
The growth of fungi usually stops about five
feet below the surface of the ground due to
lack of air, and in compact soil decay
usually extends no deeper than two feet.

Since temperature and moisture are the
most important considerations, the time
element, or number of days in the year
when optimum conditions prevail, becomes
an important factor. In our southeastern
states, fungi are generally more active
throughout a greater part of the year than
in other parts of the country; but local
topography can affect the situation in small
areas.

The ability of treated poles to resist decay
depends principally upon the thoroughness
of original treatment and quality of pre-
servative; and to a lesser extent, upon the
species of timber and the local climatic
conditions. However, in any discussion of
pole life, all of the factors listed below
enter into the picture- -the point of produc-
tion being involved in the first group and
the point of use with the remainder, though
some are inter-related and may occur in
combinations.

General Factors Affecting Pole Life
Thoroughness of treatment
Quality and type of preservative
Amount of preservative retained or speci-

fied
Species of timber (and varying charac-

teristics in like species)
Quality of individual poles
Efficiency of seasoning methods
Efficiency of inspection

Maintenance practices
Climatic conditions
Lightning--frequency and intensity
Wind, ice and snow conditions
Size of pole, span length and loading
Prevalence of woodpeckers
Species of attacking fungi
Prevalence of termites and ants
Soil conditions
Mechanical damage (vehicles, livestock,

floods, fires)
Economic factors (obsolescence, line

changes)



2. Laboratory at a Modern Treating
Plant

It will be noted that thoroughness 01

treatment heads the above list. It involves
shallow or erratic penetration in individual
poles, low retention of preservative, or
preservative lacking toxicity and perma-
nence. The subject is too large to enter into
here, but the following list cites the more
important causes of poor treatment, which
are the responsibility of treating plant
operators and inspectors. (P = Pressure
treatment, NP = Non-pressure treatment).
Causes of Poor Treatment:

Inadequate preservative analyses (non-
conforming preservative) (P & NP)

Inaccurate gauges and thermometers (P &
NP)

Inaccurate calculations of cubic feet in
charge (P)

Inaccurate tank readings or gauges (P)
Inadequate seasoning or conditioning (P

& NP)
Too low temperatures during treatment

(P & NP)
Too rapid application of pressure (P)
Insufficient or uneven removal of mois-

ture (P)
Inadequate vacuum, especially following

steaming (P)
Inadequate heating of poles, especially

when dry or cold (P & NP)
Uneven conditions in treating cylinder or

vat due to improper methods or plant
design (P & NP)

Inadequate heating and cooling periods
(NP)

Too short treating cycles (P)
Insufficient time in Boultonizing fir (P)
Insufficient removal of inner bark (P &

NP)
Refractory wood structure, inherent or

acquired in seasoning (P & NP)
Mixing poles of different sizes and degree

of seasoning (P)

- -

3a. Efticint Inspection is Well Worth
the Cost

To avoid damage to the wood undergoing
treatment, certain cycles of the processes
used must be kept within definite limitations
of temperature, pressure, vacuum andtime.
These are prescribed in part by standards
of the American Wood-Preservers' Asso-
ciation. While too low temperatures, for
example, will not afford thorough treat-
rnent, too high temperatures may be detri-
mental to the wood. This and other causes
of damage to poles, which are also the re-
sponsibility of treating plant operators and
inspectors, are listed below:

Causes of Damage to Poles:

Abnormally high temperatures (F)
Too high pressures, especially in green

wood or in combination with high tem-
peratures (F)

Over-seasoning (P & NP)
Undetected defects in the timber (P & NP)
Improper handling or storage methods

(P & NP)

Sb. The Result of Too Severe Treatment
Combined with Rough Handling

DECAY PATTERN IN POLES

The pattern of decay will vary principally
according to the thoroughness of original
treatment and quality of the preservative,
type of treatment, species of timber, in-
juries to pole, and age of the pole.

Groundline Decay: in most cases, the first
occurrence of decay will be just below the
groundline. This is where the conditions of
moisture, temperature, air and the absence
of direct sunlight are most favorable to the
growth of fungi. Unfortunately, this is a
portion of the pole usually hiddenfrom view
and it is close to the natural breaking point
of a pole under strain. Thus, it is the most
critical part of the pole, warranting special
inspection and maintenance.

-2-
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Internal Decay: When the preservative in
the sapwood is shallow in depth, fungi may
gain access through a check or injury to
attack the untreated irmer sapwood and the
heartwood. Pine poles are particularly sus-
ceptible to internal decay if not thoroughly
treated. Deep checks occurring after treat-
ment, or woodpecker holes, expose untreated
wood to internal decay. Occasionally deep-
seated infection in seasoned poles is not
killed during the treating process and con-
tinues to grow, resulting in premature
failure.

External Decay: in any species of timber,
external decay results from a poor pre-
servative or too low absorption of pre-
servative. In olderpoles, itis a consequence
of gradual loss of most of the preservative
in the sapwood through leaching, evapora-
tion and chemical change. In butt-treated
cedar poles, a softening of the sapwood,
known as "shell rot", occurs in the upper
untreated portion of the pole. Such decay
starts in the inner sapwood where air and
moisture conditions promote fungus growth,
and eventually extend to the outer sapwood.

SAPWOOD THICKNESS IN POLES

The following table shows the average
thickness of the sapwood in the timber
species used for REA poles. It will be noted
that the species with thin sapwood. which
consequently receive a shallower penetra-
tion of preservative, generally have a more
durable heartwood. However, long life in
poles is more dependent upon effective pre-
servative treatment, and since the thicker
sapwood species are capable of a deeper
treatment, they will often yield the longest
average life.

AVERAGE LIFE OF POLES

The average life of poles is the average
number of years a group of poles remains
in line, from original installation (or year
of original treatment shown on brand) to re-
placement; that is, the sum of years life of
individual poles divided by the total number
of poles on which the record is kept. Aver-
age life is frequently referred to as average
physical life--the period from installation
to replacement due to deterioration, or as
average service life--the period from in-
stallation to replacement for any cause
other than relocation or line changes. Serv-
ice life will be somewhat shorter than
physical life. In computing average physical
life, poles damaged and replaced for causes
other than deterioration are deleted from
the total.

For purposes of this bulletin, the average
physical life of poles may be estimated as
follows:

Group 1. Butt-treated poles 25 years
Group 2. Full-length non-

pressure treated
poles 30 years

Group 3. Pressure treated
poles (lO# inS.E.,
8 elsewhere) 35 years

Failure Rates: The estimated percentage
of cumulative failures from deterioration
that may be expected at various ages is
shown in the following table:

Estimated Cumulative
Failures

Age of Poles Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

10 years 1% 1% 1%
15 S 5 3

20 15 15 8
25 30 25 16
30 82 45 48
35 98 75 48
40 100 90 75
45 .................... 97 94
50 .................... 99 97
55 ................... 100 99
57 ................................ 100

Notifying REA: It Is recommended that
when any geniiil inspection indicates that
poles are not giving the approximate av-
erage life expected, full information (in-
cluding all data shown on pole brands) be
sent to REA.

RECORD KEEPING

Complete records should be kept during
the course of any pole inspection and
maintenance work. A suggested sample

form for recording the essential data is
included with this bulletin. In addition to
showing the details of work accomplished,
the records provide the guide for future
inspection and maintenance. Also, the facts
concerning rate and cause of failures are
valuable for historical purposes and in
evaluating specifications. These records
concern pole inspection and maintenance
only and should not be confused with the
general line inspection reports.

Pole Numbering: A pole numbering sys-
tem is practically essential to efficient
record keeping on pole inspection and
maintenance. (See REA Bulletin 161-2,
"Pole Numbering Plans" (electric), or TE
and CM Section 627 (telephone).

Rating the Condition of Poles: For rating
the condition of poles in the record at time
of inspection, various codes may be used as
indicated in table below. They simplify
record keeping and in the pole-by-pole
program, where all poles not condemned are
treated, the rating code sets the year for

Sapwood Thickness Natural Heartwood
* Species (inches) Decay Resistance

Western redcedar .5 to 1.25 high
Northern white-cedar .5 .75 high
Douglas fir .75 2.5 moderate
Western larch .5 1.5 moderate
Jack pine .75 2.0 moderate
Red (Norway) pine 2.0 4.0 moderate
Southern yellow pine 2.0 4.25 low to moderate
Lodgepole pine .5 2.0 low
Ponderosa pine 2.0 3.5 low

-3-



reinspection. The numerical code is rec-
ommended for this purpose, since it has an
advantage in that the numbers can be added
to give the average condition of poles in a
line or system. It has a minor disadvantage
in that the numbers can be confused with
class of pole.
Groundline See
Condition of Pole Rating Codes Footnotes

Sound. no evidence 1 A Good OK (1)
of decay

Some evidence of 2 B (2)
minor decay

Moderately ad- 3 C Fair F (3)
vanced decay.
but pole well
above permis-
sible minimum
circumference

Extensive decay, 4 D (4)
pole at approx-
imate minimum
permissible
groundline cir-
cumference

Failure, pole be- 5 E Replace X (5)
low minimum
permissible
groundline cir-
cumference (or
badly decayed
or damaged
above ground)
(1) Apply groundline treatment. Rein-

spect in 7-10 years.
(z) Apply groundline treatment. Rein-

spect in 5-7 years.
(3) Apply groundline treatment. Rein-

5pect in 3-5 years.
(4) No groundline treatment to be applied.

Reinspect, replace or stub pole within 1
year. *

(5) Replace or stub pole promptly.*
*These poles to be plainly marked as a

safety precaution.
POLE BRANDS

An understanding of the brands on the
side of poles is necessary for proper in-
spection. record keeping and reporting. The
brand is near eye level and is generally
burned into the wood, though some pole
suppliers use a countersunk aluminum disk.

Interpretation of Pole Brands:

ABC Name or trade-mark of sup-
plier or treating plant.

D-46 City in which treating plant is
located, and year of pole man-
ufacture and treatment.
Setting mark, l0feetfrorn butt
(poles 70' and under).

SP-C-10 Species of timber, preserva-
tive used, and retention of pre-
servative. In this case:
southern yellow pine, creo-
sote, 10 pounds per cubic foot
of wood.*

5-35 Size of pole. In this case:
class 5, length 35 feet.

*Other timber species: DE- Douglas fir;
WC- western redcedar; WL-wesern larch;
LP- lodgepole pine; NP- northern (red or
jack) pine; EC- northern (eastern) white-
cedar. Poles treated with penta show the
letter P instead of C; poles treated with
substitute preservatives 1946-1948 show X

or C/P - creosote-petroleum mixture;
N- copper naphthenate; Z- 50-50 coal tar
creosote and oil tar creosote; 0- oil tar
creosote with 2% penta. Poles treated with
8 pounds show the figure 8 instead of 10.
On poles treated full-length by non-pressure
plants, no figure for retention is shown.
(Poles treated before 1948 may not show a
preservative code letter or pounds reten-
tion, though if treated by a pressure plant
the retention should be 8 pounds).

THE INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE CREW

The spot checks should be made by sys-
tem employes. The crew may be two or
three men, with an experienced man in
responsible charge.

The pole-by-pole inspection and main-
tenance work may be done by system em-
ployes or contracted to a company special-
izing in this work. The choice should be
determined on the basis of employes avail-
able and comparative costs, In either case.
the work should be closely supervised.
When done by system employes, the crew
consists of three to five men,

The duties of the crew consist of ob-
serving the pole top, crossarms and at-
tachments; inspecting the pole to as high as
can be conveniently reached from the
ground; excavating and inspecting pole be-
low groundline; applying groundline treat-
ment; keeping accurate records; and any
other work, as instructed.

Equipment required: The following list
shows the minimum amount of equipment
usually needed. It may be added to accord-
ing to type of soil, terrain or extent of work
to be undertaken.

Shovels for digging around pole.
Flat-bladed spade or a suitable scraper.
Wire brushes for removing dirt and

decayed wood.
Small blunt tool for probing pole for

decay below groundline, such as a dulled
ice pick or a screwdriver.

Increment borer, and wood plugs.
A one- to two-pound hammer for sound-

ing poles and for driving wood plugs.
Tape for measuring groundline cir-

cumference of pole, and a 6-inch rule.
Binoculars (6x30) for observing pole

top (optional).
Tables and charts for determining

minimum permissible groundline cir-
cumference, as contained in this bulletin.

Blank forms for recording all details
of work. A sample form is contained in
this bulletin.

Dating nails to indicate year of inspec-
tion or groundline treatment (optional).

Preservative and equipment for ground-
line treatment.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

In the interests of safety, the inspection
crew doing the inspecting and groundline
treating described in this bulletin should
not climb the pole to inspect pole tops and
appurtenances. If instructed to do certain
minor maintenance work to pole appliances,
such work should be done only iy a quali-
fied lineman.

The inspections described herein are not
intended to eliminate safety precautions to
be taken by regular line crews before

-4-
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climbing and while working on any pole.
However, these scheduled inspections,along
with pole maintenance and appropriate rec-
ords available to linemen, will go a long
way in preventing accidents.

Safety requires that any pole that has
lost strength from decay or other cause to
the point of being hazardous should be re-
placed or stubbed. Simple economy, how-
ever, requires that such condemnation be
arrived at only after careful inspection,
including measurement of groundline cir-
cumference when Only groundline decay is
involved. This means that lines will contain
many poles that have lost a certain amount
of their original strength and should be
climbed only after taking proper precau-
tions, such as guying or placing props (pike
poles). The instructions in this bulletin
under "Spot Check Methods" may be used
by linemen in checking a pole on which
there is no recent inspection record.

SCHEDULING INSPECTIONS

Snot Checks: Poles should be spot checked
8-10 years after a line is built. This spot
check will decide courses of action as in-
dicated below:

a. When the spot check of a represen-
tative number of poles (extended to the
total number of similar poles in the line)
shows there is advanced decay in 1% or
more, or some minor decay in 5% or
more of the poles in the line, a pole-by-
pole maintenance program should be
scheduled as soon as practicable.

b. When the spot check shows there is
only some minor softening of the wood in
less than 5% of the poles in the line, the
pole-by-pole maintenance program may
be deferred 3-5 years.

c. When the spot check shows all poles
are sound. a second spot check may be
scheduled in 5-7 years.
Pole -by -pole Inspection and Maintenance:

This program should be planned for a line
13-15 years after construction, though the
spot check will determine more precisely
when it should be started, in the case of
poles treated with substitute preservatives
during the period 1946-1948, all of these
poles should by now have been inspected,
but if not, it should be done as soon as
possible. These poles were treated during
the creosote shortage with various substi-
tute preservatives as shown in the footnote
under "Pole Brands''.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Spot Check Methods: The spot check
should not be confined to poles most con-
venient to reach, as this could give an
absurd indication. A sufficient number of
poles in a line should be checked in arith-
metical progression, checking every alter-
nate pole or every third or fifth pole.
depending upon the uniformity of conditions.

The pole is first observed and sounded
above ground. The spot check need not re-
quire as much excavating and boring as when
a pole-by-pole inspection is coordinated
with a groundline treating program. The
soil may be removed 8-12 inches and only
at one or two major checks that may be
present in the pole. Removed soil should be
replaced and. tamped with a minimum dis-
turbance to the original sterile condition of

the soil. One or two borings should be
taken above or below groundline when there
is doubt regarding the interior of the pole.

When a reasonably accurate finding as to
the condition of poles cannot be determined
by these methods, the more thorough pro-
cedures described for the pole-by-pole
inspection should be followed. In this case,
the excavated poles should be groundline
treated, and so recorded.

a. A long probe or prod in the form of
a 5-foot steel bar with a blunt point has
been found useful in spot checking poles
in soft ground when a pattern of external
decay is established. By prodding the
pole through the soil at two or three
places several inches below groundline,
the surface of th,. pole may be determined
sound or decayed in many cases without
excavation. Such prodding should be done
with care so as not to jab holes into the
wood. As an improvement on this method.
a 5pecial prod or impaction tool is now
on the market. This tool has a sleeve-
like hammer, and through vibrations
carried to the hand it is possible to de-
tect decay below groundline.

b. The extensometer method of meas-
uring the groundline strength of partly
decayed poles in tangent lines has also
been found useful as an alternate method
of checking poles. The manufacturer
furnishes detailed instructions for use of
the tester.
Pole -by-pole Inspection Methods:
Preliminary Observation: Before any ex-

tensive inspection or maintenance work is
begun, obviously it should be known or as-
certained that the line (or individual pole)
can be expected to remain in the same po-
sition for several years without relocation.
Then, before proceeding with the inspec-
tion, the upper portion of the pole should be
observed from the ground to make sure it
is not so badly damaged by woodpeckers,
lightning or other cause that it should be
replaced regardless of the groundline con-
dition. The next step is sounding.

Sounding: This is a method of checking
for interior decay above groundline. though
it is not an infallible test and requires con-
siderable practice to atune the ear to the
sound. It should not be relied upon until
considerable experience has been acquired.
Sounding serves two purposes: (a) it avoids
needless excavation of poles found badly
decayed internally above ground, and (b) it
aids in detecting the most likely points for
boring to determine the extent of any in-
ternal decay above ground.

-5-
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With a one- or two-pound hammer, strike
the pole squarely and firmly all around the
pole from the groundline to as high as can
be conveniently reached, while listening to
the sound. A good pole has a solid ring,
whereas one containing decay may give a
hollow sound or a dull thud. Often, how-
ever, such things as checks, shakes, loose
slivers, loose moulding, guys,load carried.
wood density and moisture content affect or
alter the resonance.

Excavating: If the sounding indicates no
serious internal decay above ground (veri-
fied by borings when in doubt), the next step
is excavating the soil to about 18 inches. It
may be necessary to excavate deeper in dry
or porous soils, and this can be determined
as the work progresses. The hole should be
wide enough to permit use of the borer
below groundline. Care must be taken not
to cut or disturb the ground wire.

All poles thus excavated and not con-
demned should be given a groundline treat-
ment. Excavation aerates the soil and en-
courages the growth of fungi, and the cost
of such maintenance is largely taken care
of when crew and equipment are at the site
and the work of excavating has been done.

Groundline Inspection. With a blunt tool,
probe the surface of the pole gently below
groundline to see if the wood is sound and
firm or whether decay is present as evi-
denced by soft, spongy wood. Close atten-
tion should be given to the vicinity of any
checks. If the ground is wet, the wood may
be soft but not decayed, so examine a
sliver of the wood to see if it breaks easily
or crumbles. Look and smell for pre-
servative on the surface of the pole; also
a musty smell often indicates active decay.
Interior decay at groundline may then be
checked for by taking borings as described
below.

6. Probing Pole with a Screwdriver
below Groundline to Check for
External Decay or Decay Pockets

Boring for Internal Decay: Whenever
there is reason to suspect possible internal
decay above or below groundline, the pole
should be bored. It is usually not necessary
in cedar poles due to their decay resistant
heartwood.

The increment borer consists of three
parts--tile borer, the extractor, and the
handle which also serves as a receptacle for
the other two parts when not in use. The
tool is made of the highest quality steel to

7, Extracting Core to Check for
Internal Decay below Groundline

withstand the force applied, though the borer
has a cutting edge which must be protected
from abuse. When boring below groundline,
the pole surface at spot bored should be
thoroughly cleaned of soil and grit by shav-
ing or brushing. Bore toward the center of
the poie, applying steady pressure to start,
and as nearly horizontal as possible. The
core is removed with the extractor, backing
the borer a half turn after the extractor is
shoved in to break off the core before
withdrawal.

Evaluating Test Borings: The extracted
core should be carefully examined for
soundness or evidence of decay, extent of
any decay pocket, and the amount of original
preservative in the wood. Decay will be
evidenced by crumbly wood in part of the
core. If pole is badly decayed a core may
not be withdrawn intact. Borings may some-
times be soft and moist, but not decayed if
preservative is present and the wood fibers
are strong.

In sound poles, the preservative
plainly visible, especially if it is creosote.
In good original treatment, it extends the
depth of the sapwood (see table on sapwood
thickness). Some borings will show a heavy
absorption of preservative, while in others
it may appear in bands, giving the core a
striped appearance. (Annual growth rings
comprise hard, dark summerwood and
softer, sometimes spongy springwood; but
usually the summerwood absorbs more
preservative in the timber species used for
poles). In poles treated with penta solution,
the oil carrier may not be visible even though
the penta itself is present in sufficient
amount.

For practical purposes, the condition of a
pole should be rated on soundness or on
the extent of any decay. While the amount of
preservative present in one pole as com-
pared with another should be taken into con-
sideration in the rating, a high degree of
accuracy in this respect requires labora-
tory methods or special apparatus.

Plugging Bored Holes: All bored holes
must be plugged by hammering in a tight-
fitting treated or non-decaying wood plug.
The habit should be formed of promptly
driving a plug in each hole before boring
another or before proceeding with other
work; otherwise, a bored hole may be over-
looked. opening the way for future internal
decay. The plugs, made of doweling. may
be obtained from most pole suppliers. Those
pointed on one end are preferable, but not
required. They should be 3 or 4 inches
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Tong, with a diameter l/3Z inch larger than
the hole bored to provide a snug fit. The
borer, an adequate supply of plugs and a
hammer should be kept together as a kit.

Measuring Pole Circumference: After
removal of all decayed wood, the remaining
circumference of the pole just below ground-
line should be measured. Deduction from
this measured circumference is then made
for any external or internal decay pockets.
This will determine whether the pole meets
the minimum circumference permitted by
the National Electrical Safety Code.As aids
in determining this minimum circumference
at groundline, tables and charts are in-
cluded in the appendix to this bulletin.

a. If the groundline circumference is
below the permissible minimum,
the pole should be promptly re-
placed or stubbed.

b. If the groundline circumference is
above the permissible minimum,
the pole should be groundline
treated.

GROUNDLINE TREATMENT

It must be stressed that supplementalfield
treatments are not a substitute for thorough
original treatment by the pole supplier.
Nevertheless, all treated poles sooner or
later lose resistance to decay, and ground-
line treatment provides an economical ex-
tension of their physical life. Experience
has shown that groundline decay can be
postponed almost indefinitely by periodic
inspection and maintenance.

Accuracy of inspection and good judgment
are important in rating the poles for the next
inspection, bearing inmindthatdeep-seated
decay may not be reached by the groundline
treatment. Much, therefore, depends upon
proper timing as determined by spot checks.
However, once the program of maintenance
has started it will be better to treat all the
poles rather than to seek Out only those
poles for which the treatment may be more
accurately timed.

Groundline treatment is recommended
under the following conditions: (See also
table on "Rating the Condition of Poles.")

a. Whenever a pole is excavated dur-
ing an inspection, and

b. When the excavated pole is sound
or where decay is not so far ad-
vanced that pole must be replaced.

c. Whenever a pole over 5 years oldis
reset.

Products Bearing Trade Names: Various
products and methods are now promoted for
the groundline treatment of standing poles,
and new ones are being developed. Most of
these products or methods carry the man-
ufacturer's trade name. The basic pre-
servatives are generally coal tar creosote,
pentachlorophenol or certain toxic salts.

8a. Measuring Pole below Groundline
after Removal of any External Decay

Sb. Internal Decay Pocket
near Groundline

9a. Application of Proprietary Type of
Groundline Treatment Containing
Penta

Some of these methods offer real advan-
tages in being more convenient to apply.
and tests on some of them indicate that
more positive results are assured. Their
cost, however, is usually higher than the
liquid creosote or penth solution. a.s de-
scribed herein. REA and the U. S. Forest
Products Laboratory are cooperating in
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9b. Application of Proprietary Type of
Groundline Treatment Containing
Creosote

obtaining data through field and laboratory
tests on a number of these products and
techniques. However, it should not be
expected that their effectiveness over and
above creosote or penta solution, cost con-
sidered, will warrant any postponement of
maintenance now needed.

In some cases, the producers of these
preservatives, or their agents, contract to
do the work of inspecting the .poles. apply-
ing their groundline treatment and furnish-
ing complete records. In other cases, the
preservative is sold for application by the
purchaser. In the latter case, the manu-
facturer's instructions should be carefully
followed.

Liquid Creosote or Penta Solution: This
method makes use of the same preserva-
tives as accepted by REA for the original
treatment of poles - -either coal tar creosote
or a 5% solution of penta in a petroleum oil.

After excavating and inspection below
groundline, remove all rotten wood, if any.
from the pole surface by scraping with a
blunt tool. Make measurements, as previ-
ously described, to determine that pole is
above minimum permissible circumfer-
ence. Then clean the pole surface with a
wire brush, and remove all debris from
the excavation. (Improper cleaning of the
pole surface hinders diffusion of the pre-
servative into the wood.)

10. First Application of
Liquid Preservative

Refill the excavation about half-way.
With the blade of the shovel or spade, make
a V-shaped trench around the pole down to
the original depth of the excavation. (This
avoids using excess preservative by con-
fining it close to the pole.) Then pour a
liberal amount of the preservative all over
and around the pole surface by placing the
mouth of the container against the pole at
several positions about 2 feet above ground-
line. Allow the oil to run slowly over the
pole and into all crevices. Let the excess
accumulate in the trench. All of the pole
surface should be covered by the preserva-
tive, from the bottom of the excavation to
about 2 feet above groundline.

-8-

11. Final Application of
Liquid Preservative

Complete the backfill and tamp well.Then
make another narrow trench 4 or 5 inches
deep around the pole and fill this with more
preservative. Use any remaining backfill to
cover this trench, or press the soil slowly
against the pole to complete the job.

Two to three gallons of preservative per
pole will usually be required for this treat-
ment.

In poles containing active decay, a de-
sirable addition to the above treatment is
to use a poisonous water-soluble salt, such
as zinc chloride or sodium fluoride, as a
first application. Such salts, being soluble
in water, diffuse into the wood and are
effective in killing or arresting internal
decay that may not be reached by the oil
preservative. Their usefulness is of short
duration, however, so they are ineffective
as a preservative alone. Sprinkle about one
pound of the dry chemical against and all
around the pole surface just before applying
the oil preservative. Most of it should be
applied below groundline. Precautions are
necessary, especially with sodium fluoride,
to avoid any danger of poisoning, persons or
livestock by leaving the chemicals lying
about. It should be bought in one-pound
cartons, and each empty carton disposed of
in the hole before backfilling.

'p
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12. Sodium Fluoride Used as
a First Application

a. Groundline treating should be done
during the summer months. Help is
then more readily available, the
preservative need not be heated,
digging is easier, and the pole is
drier. The latter makes examination
for decay more positive, and as-
sures better penetration of the oil
preservative.

b. When liquid penta solution is se-
lected, it is recommended that the
ready-to-use solution be purchased.
Buying in the proper formulation
from a reliable supplier reduces
the chances for error in mixing,
eliminates the need for mixing
equipment, assures uniformity and
that suitable cut-back oil is used,
and is generally more convenient.
The saving in freight by buying
concentrated solutions is usually
out_weighed by the disadvantages.

c. A preservative consisting of coal
tar creosote with % dry penta
dissolved in the creosote is pre-
ferred by some pole users. Creo-
sote is an excellent solvent for
penta, and the two preservatives
afford protection against practically
all species of fungi.

STUBBING VERSUS REPLACEMENT

This bulletin emphasizes the desirability
of inspection and groundline treatment be-
fore decay is well advanced into the pole
at the groundline. When such decay is not
discovered until too late, there are the two
alternatives of replacing the pole or
stubbing. The latter can frequently be done
at one-third to one-half the cost of re-
placement. particularly when considerable
transfer work is required in replacement.
Of course, the upper portion of any pole
stubbed must be sound and in generally
good condition.

Method of Stubbing: When stubbing is de-
cided upon, construction drawing M - 15,
included with this bulletin, should be used as
a guide. The stub must be of equivalent
strength to that required for a new pole.
For dimensions of stubs according to
class and length of pole, refer to table in
REA pole specification DT-SA.
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OTHER TYPES OF POLE MAINTENANCE

Treatment of Upper Portion of Standing
Poles: The above-ground portion of a pole
is not subjected to the same conditions that
promote decay at the groundline. Never-
theless, decay above ground will develop
sooner or later in all poles and in recent
years there has been increased use of
spray, run-on or brush treatments to the
upper portion of poles, especially in the
case of butt-treated cedar transmission
poles.

The treatment should be applied before
surface decay starts or while it is in its
early stages. It is applied only once in the
life of a pole. Such treatments may be
considered in the following cases:

a. In butt-treated cedar transmission
poles 1 S-Z0 years old.

b. In butt-treated or full-length treated
poles of other species, but mainly
on a line in wh4ch poles are ex-
pensive to replace and where such
poles are protected from groundline
decay by repeated groundline treat-
ment.

There are companies specializing in this
type of treatment and which have the re-
quired equipment. The work should be
closely supervised since the penetration
and absorption of preservative must be the
maximum possible to be effective. The
recommended preservative is a 10% solu-
tion of penta in a light petroleum carrier.
The pole surface should be dry, with the
pole moisture content below 30% as de-
termined with a moisture meter.

The poles should first be spot checked by
a system employe from the ground, and
poles marked that are deemed suitable for
the treatment, excluding those defective for
any reason. The contractor should make a
second inspection of those marked, by
climbing the pole, excluding any additional
poles in which top decay is too far advanced.

In addition to determining that the right
poles are treated, a system employee should
verify the amounts of preservative used, see
that critical points are carefully treated,
obtain Samples of the preservative for com-
mercial analysis and generally observe that
all details of the treatment are carried Out
as agreed. Assay tests of penta retention
need not be required as regular practice.
Detailed records should be made and re-
tained in permanent files.

The treatment is applied through a flex-
ible hose under about 5 pounds pressure
from a tank truck. Treatment starts at top
of the pole, flowing the preservative thor-
oughly to all surfaces. Immediately after
the first treatment, a second application
should be given the top 10 feet of the pole
to assure maximum absorption in the upper
section and at points of attachments.

Safety precautions must be carefully ob-
served, especially when applyingthis treat-
ment to poles in energized electric lines.
Caution should also be used to avoid damage
to freshly treated poles by grass fires.

Woodpecker Damage: Many ideas have
been tried out by pole users in an effort to
outwit these birds, but nothing as yet has
proven to have sufficient merit to warrant
a recommendation. Considerable study is
in progress on the problem. In the mean-
time. two points are worth keeping mmmd.



First, there is some tealdencyto exaggerate
the damage done by woodpeckers. The
breaking point of a pole is near the ground-
line, and above mid-section (where most
woodpecker attack occurs) tests have shown
that 25% of the wood can be removed without
serious loss of strength. With consideration
to wind loading, woodpecker holes are less
damaging on either face than on the side of
the pole. Second, woodpecker holes often
expose untreated wood to moisture and the
spores of fungi, with resulting decay that
weakens the pole far beyond that done by
the holes themselves. It has also been noted
that a woodpecker selects a pole only by
chance, and that the firsthole invites further
attack by other woodpeckers. For these
reasons, it is good maintenance practice to
seal up the smaller holes. Various materials
are available for this purpose.

Termite and Ant Damg: Two classes of
termites attack poles: the ground-dwelling
termites, which are found in practically
every state; and the drywood (or aerial)
termites found only in the Southwest. Gen-
erally the same measures taken to prevent
decay--good preservative treatment--also
prevent termite attack. Black and brown
carpenter ants are often a serious problem.
especially in cedar poles in the north-
eastern states. The ants enter the pole
through a check or injury, and construct
galleries that seriously weaken the pole
near the groundline. Unlike termites, they
do not use the wood for food. They may be
effectively destroyed by injecting about one
pint of creosote into the inter-connected
galleries. This can be done with an ordi-
nary grease gun, fitted with a suitable
nozzle, applied at two or three holes bored
to connect with the galleries. Occasionally
ground-dwelling termites are found in poles
otherwise sound, and they may be destroyed
in the same manner.

Fire Damage: Many poles are lost or
damaged as a result of fires. Extreme care
should be used in burning rubbish or brush
along right-of-way where treated poles are
spotted. After poles are set in the ground,
the immediate area should be cleared of
weeds. Freshly treated poles can often be
easily ignited, though after a few months in
service they become more fire-resistant.

Where hot grass fires are of annual occur-
rence. and particularly where butt-treated
poles are used in such areas, the grass
around poles should be eliminated in the
spring by controlled burning or with com-
mercial weed-killers. Fire-retardant coat-
ings are available for application to poles.
Aluminum sheets tacked around base of
pole have also proven effective, and are
particularly suitable on farmed land.

When a chemical weed-killer is to be
used, a soil-sterilant. water-soluble type
is recommended, which will keep weeds
down for a three-year period. Use a two-
man crew with a pick-up truck to haul the
spray mixture in SO-gallon drums.applying
the spray from a 5-gallon sprayer.

Mechanical Damage: Poles should be
unloaded from cars in accordance with
approved methods. (See REA Bulletin 168-5,
"Unloading and Storing of Poles"). Care
should also be used in unloading from
trucks or pole trailers, and in all handling.
Some poles may break or crack when sub-
jected to sudden shock, but would have had
adequate strength for normal use. The
proper storing of poles well off the ground
is important to prevent deep checks that
expose untreated wood. Pole stacks should
be adequately supported to prevent bending,
crushing or distortion of poles. Pointed
tools should not be used in handling poles,
but if used they should be applied only near
the butt end.

Field Gains in Treated Poles: All boring
and gaining should be done by the supplier
before the original treatment. When it is
necessary to do any framing or boring of
treated poles in the field, such gains or
holes should be promptly and carefully
treated with generous applications of creo-
sote or penta. Unused holes should be
filled with preservative and sealed with a
tight-fitting treated plug.

Reclaimed Poles: In some cases poles
may be reclaimed at about half the cost of
a new pole, particularly when a treating
plant is located within a short trucking
distance. Poles suitable for reclaiming are
cut off as necessary, re-shaved if cedar
with shell rot, declassified and retreated,
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Code for Type of "Original Treatment"

Code Explanation

(or 10) Pressure treated--record pounds per Cu. ft. shown on brand.

FLNP Full-length non-pressure treated (no pounds shown on brand).
Butt Butt treated.

Code for "Ipection and !intenance"

Code Explanation

1 Pole sound, no evidence of decay or other damage. Groundline

treatment applied. Reinspect in 7-10 years.

2 Some evidence of minor decay. Groundline treatment applied.
Reinspect in 5-7 years.

3 Moderately advanced decay but pole well above minimum per-
missible groundline circumference. Groud1ine treatment

applied. Reinspect in 3-5 years.

4 Extensive decay. No groundline treatment applied. Reinspect,
replace or stub within 1 year.*

5 Failure. Replace or stub promptly.*

*Pole mar1ed for safety.
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APPENDIX

ELECTRIC LINES ONLY

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING
MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE GROUNDLINE

CIRCUMFERENCE OF POLES

The Fifth Edition of the National Elec-
trical Safety Code specifies the following
requirements for transverse strength of
wood poles:

Grade of Construction

Grade "B"

Grade "C"
At Crossings
Elsewhere

A method is described below for de-
termining the minimum circumference
which a pole may have at replacement
without exceeding the permissible stress.

In the method described the transverse
load on the pole must be expressed in
terms of the number of #4 AWG solid con-
ductors atthe pole top which would produce
approximately the same transverse loading
(bending moment at the groundline) as that
produced by the actual wires of the various
sizes on the pole. Through the use of Table
1(H), 1(M) or 1(L) for heavy, medium, or
light loading zones respectively, any usual
quantities, sizes and configurations of con-
ductors can be quickly converted to the
equivalent number of #4 solid conductors at
the pole top. The tables take into account
the actual location of wires in (a) the pole
top or top arm position, (b) the neutral and
secondary position, and (c) the communi-
cations conductor (telephone arm) position
on a joint use pole. The equivalent number
of #4 solid conductor for the pole is the sum
of the equivalent number of #4 solid con-
ductors in each of these positions on the
pole.

The conversion performed by the use of
tables 1(H), 1(M) and 1(L) is approximate
but is considered sufficiently accurate for
commonly used pole lengths and standard
REA construction.

When span length, pole length, pole
species and t,he load in terms of the equiva-
lent number of #4 solid conductors are
known, chart 1(H), 1(M) or 1(L) can be used
to determine minimum circumference at
replacement. Chart 1(11) applies to the
heavy loading zone; chart 1(M) applies to
the medium loading zone and chart 1(L)
applies to the light loading zone.

The steps in the use of the chart are as
follows:

Step (a). Enter the left side of the chart
at the span length and proceed vertically
upward to the sloped line marked to corre-
spond to the equivalent number of #4 con-
ductors. If the equivalent number of #4
conductors should be a number involving a
decimal fraction, i.e., 1.4 equivalent con-
ductors, the point corresponding to 1.4
on the vertical "span length" line should
be located by proportionate parts. In the
case of 1.4 equivalent conductors, the point
would be four -tenths of the distance between

Allowable Percentage
of Ultimate Stress

When installed At Replacement

15.0 37.5

37.5 75.0
50.0 75.0

the points of intersection of the vertical
'span length" line and the two sloped lines

marked ''2'' equivalent conductors and
"3" equivalent conductors. The point lo-
cated in this manner is referred to as the
"span length- -equivalent conductor" point.

Step (b). From the "span length- -equiv-
alent conductor" point determined as in
(a), proceed horizontally to the right side
of the chart to the sloped line marked with
the applicable pole length.

Step (c). From the point of intersection
located by step (b), proceed vertically
downward to the circumference scale at the
bottom of the chart. Read minimum ground
line circumference in inches on the scale
for the species of the pole under investiga-
tion. For poles on which transformers are
located, add one inch to the minimum cir-
cumference read from the chart.

For defects above the groundline an
estimate of the minimum permissible cir-
cumference at the height of the defect may
be obtained in the following manner:

1. Determine the minimum permissible
groundline circumference by the use
of the chart.

2. Estimate the height above ground of
the center of the wire load on the
pole.

3. Measure or estimate the height above
ground of the defect.

4. Apply correction factors to the min-
imum permissible groundline cir-
cumference in accordance with the
following table to determine minimum
permissible circumference at height
of defect:

- 13 -

Where Distance from Ground
to Defect is Approximately.

1/4 of distance from ground
to center of wire load

1/2 of distance from ground
to center of wire load

3/4 of distance from ground
to center of wire load



Multiply Minimum Ground Line
Circumference by Factor below
to obtain Approximate Minimum
Circumference at Defect.

9

The minimum circumference derived
from the above procedures applies when
the cross section of the pole is substan-
tially round and when there is no internal
decay. If an external or internalpocketor
hollow heart is present, the measured cir-
curnference of the pole should be reduced
by the amount shown in tables 2, 3 and 4
before comparing with the minimum cir-
cumference derived under the procedure
described in steps (a), (b) and (c).

Note Concerning Use of Chart in Light
Loading Zone

The net result of changes in transverse
loading and transverse strength safety fac-
tors which were made by the Fifth Edition
of the National Electrical Safety Code was
to leave the actual strength standards un-
changed for the heavy and medium loading
zones and to increase the strength stand-
ards for the light loading zone. The appli-
cation of the fifth edition code replacement
standards to poles in the light loading zone
which were installed to meet fourth edition
code requirements* may result in burden-
some and unjustified replacement of poles.
When current code rules are more stringent
than previous rules, it is in accordance
with the intent of the code to apply the rules
of the latest edition to all new work and
reconstruction and to determine the need
for replacement of existing construction
by applying the rules applicable at the time
of original installation. Therefore, when
evaluating the strength of poles in the light

loading one which were installed prior to
September 1941 (the date of issue of part 2
of the Fifth Edition of N.E.S.C.) the cir-
cumference read from chart 1(L) should
be multiplied by 0.87 to arrive at the
approximate replacement circumference
requirements of the fourth edition of the
code. All replacing poles should conform
with the fifth edition code requirements.

(*See Bureau of Standards Handbook H-16
for N.E.S.C. 4th Edition pole strength
requirements.)

Suggestions Concerning Use of the Chart:
(1) Since most borrowers will be con-

cerned with only one wood species,
the chart may be modified for easier
reading by extending the circumfer-
ence scale for the one species verti-
cally across the sloped lines on the
right side of the chart. Scalemarkings
should be placed adjacent to the ex-
tended scale in position for easy
reading. Step (c) will be simplified
and chart reading will be more accu-
rate and faster.

(z) In order to further simplify the use of
the chart, sloping lines can be drawn
in on the left side of the chart and
clearly labeled for the few combina-
tions of conductor size and configura-
tion most frequently used. Extra
copies of the chart can be provided to
facilitate the use of the chart for such
specific conditions. This modification
will contribute to speed and accuracy
in the use of the chart.

(3) It is suggested that tables be prepared
from the chart for the most frequently
used combinations of conductor size
and configuration so that reference
may be made to the tables for re-
petitive situations which occur. The
chart use could then be conIinedto the
less frequently occurring conditions.
A suggested form of table is given
below:

REPLACl11ENT CIRCITh"EEENCES IN INCHES )R SI PINE POLES
Heavy Loading Area, ade "C" Construction

Average of Adjacent Spans

251' 301' 351' 551'
Pole To to to to to

Size of Coxuotor Length 250' 300' 350' 400' -- -- 600'

One-phase

6A CWC Phase 30 15.6" - -

BA CWC Neutral 35 - - -

40 - - -

45 - - 23.9"

V-phase

6A CWC Phase 30 18.0" - -

BA CWC Neutral 35 - - -

40 - - -

45 - - 27.3"

Three-phase

6A CWC Phase 30 19.5" - -

BA CWC Neutral 35 - - -

40 - - -

45 - - 30.1"

- 14. -
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SAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR DETERMINING
MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE GROUNDUNE

CIRCUMFERENCE

Sample Problem No. 1. Determine the
minimum permis sible groundline circum -
ference required in the heavy loading area
for a 35-foot Lodgepole pine pole carrying
a B! unit with two #6A phase wires on
crossarm and an 8A neutral. The adjacent
span lengths are 300 feet.

Solution: from table 1(H) for the heavy
loading zone, two # 6A conductors on the top
arm have an equivalent #4 solid copper
wire value of 2.0. One #8A neutral has an
equivalent value of 0.9. The total equivalent
value of the three conductors therefore is
2.9.

Step (a) using chart 1(H). Enter at the
left-hand end at 300-foot span length, then
proceed upward to a point in value of 2.9
which lies between the sloped lines marked
to correspond to the equivalent number of
two and three #4 conductors. This point is
called the ''span length--equivalent con-
ductor' point.

Step (b). From the "span length--equiva-
lent conductor" point, determined in step
(a), proceed horizontally to the right side
of the chart to the sloped line marked with
the 35-foot pole length.

Step (c). From the point of intersection,
located by step (b),proceed vertically down-
ward to the circumference scale at the
bottom of the chart. Read the minimum
groundline circumference in inches on the
scale for Lodgepole pine poles. In this
problem the answer is approximately 20.5
inches.

-

Sample Problem No. 2. Determine the
permissible groundline circumference re-
quired in the light loading areafora4O-foot
southern yellow pine pole carryingaCi unit
with two #2 ACSR primaries on the cross-
arm, one #2 ACSR on a pole top pin, and a
#4 ACSR neutral on the neutral bracket.
Two #12 BWG telephone wires are attached
to this pole. The adjacent span lengths are
400 feet.

Solution: From table 1(L) for light load-
ing. we find that the #4 copper equivalent
number for three #2 ACSR primaries is
4.8, for the #4 ACSR neutral 1.2 and for
the two #12 telephone wires 0.8. The sum
of these is 6.8.

Step (a). Refer to chart 1(L) and on the
span length line at the left of the chart
start at 400 feet and move upward toa point
in value of 6.8. which lies between the
sloped lines marked to correspond to the
equivalent number of six and seven #4
conductors.

Step (b). Now proceed horizontally to a
point on the sloping line at the right for
40 foot poles.

Step (c). From the point of intersection
with the 40-foot pole line in step (b),
proceed vertically down to the groundline
circumference scale for southern yellow
pine poles. from this scale we read the
minimum required groundline circumfer-
ence as approximately 22.8 inches.

- 15 -



and Size

TABLE 1(L)

LI(IT LOADING ZONE

Equivalent Number of No. 4 (Solid) AWG Wires

Column "A"
For Wires on Pole

Top Pin or on
Top Arm

112 13 14

Column "B"
For Wires in
Secondary and

Neutral Positions

Column "C"
For Telephone Wires
on Joint Use Poles

1121312141618110
BA CWC 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
4 (Solid) Cu 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7

6A CWC 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0

4 ACSR 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.4

4A CWC 1.4 2.8 4.2 5.6 1.3 2.5 3.8

2 (3 Str.) Cu 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4 1.4 2.9 4.3
2 ACSR 1.6 3.2 4.8 6.4 1.4 2.9 4.3

2A CWC 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 1.6 3.2 4.9
]JO (7 Str.) Cu... 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 1.6 3.2 4.9

JIO F CWC 1.9 3.8 5.7 7.6 1.7 3.4 5.1

310 ACSR 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 1.8 3.6 5.4
2/0 (7 Str.) Cu... 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 1.8 3.6 5.4

2/0 ACSR 2.2 4.4 6.6 8.8 2.0 4.0 6.0
3/0 (12 Str.) Cu 2.4 4.8 7.2 9.6 2.2 4.3 6.5
3/0 ACSR 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 2.3 4.5 6.7
4/0 (32 Str.) Cu 2.7 5.4 8.1 10.8 2.4 4.9 7.3
4/0 ACSR ........... 2.8 5.6 8.4 11.2 2.5 5.0 7.5

#12 BWG (Tel.).... 0.81 1.5 I 2.3 13.0

Total equivalent wires is sum of quantities from columns "A", "B" and "C"

Note: Diameter of conductor is the principal factor to be considered in transverse load-
ing. For conductor sizes and types not listed, select a conductor with diameter

nearest to that in actual use.
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and Size

8A CWC ............
4 (Solid) Cu ......

6A CWC ............

4 ACSR ............
4A CWC ............

2 (3 Str.) Cu .....

2 ACSR............
2A CWC............
i/o (7 Str.) Cu...

]JO F CWC .........

i/o ACSR ..........
2/0 (7 Str.) Cu...

2/0 ACSR ..........

3/0 (12 Str.) Cu..
3/0 ACSR ..........

4/0 (12 Str.) Cu..
4/0 ACSR ..........

#1.2 BWG (Tel.)....

TABLE 1(M)

MEDIUM LOADING ZONE

Equivalent Number of No. 4 (Solid) AWG Wires

Column "A" Column "B" Co1an "C"
For Wires on Pole For Wires in For Telephone Wires
Top Pin or on Secondary and on Joint Use Poles

Top Arm Neutral Positions

1121314 11213 21416
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7

1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0

1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2

1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.2
1.2 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.2
1.2 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.2
1.2 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.2

1.4 2.8 4.2 5.6 1.3 2.5 3.8
1.4 2.8 4.2 5.6 1.3 2.5 3.8

1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 1.4 2.7 4.0
1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 1.4 2.7 4.0

1.21 2.4 13.6 I 4.

Total equivalent wires is sum of quantities from columns "A", "B" and "C".

(See Note under Table 1(L).)
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TABLE 1(H)

HEAVY LQADING ZONE

Equivalent Number of No. 4 (Solid) J4WG Wires

"A"Column Column "B"
"C"N For Wires on Pole For Wires in

For Telephone Wj.res
Top Pin or on

on Joint Use Poles
Neutral Positions

Conductor TypeN
andSize

i. 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 4 6 8 10

8A CWC 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
4 (Solid) Cu 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
6A CWC..............1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7
4 ACSR 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0.9 1.8 2.7

4A CWC 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
2 (3 Str.) Cu 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
2 ACSR 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
2A CWC 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
1/0 (7 Str.) Cu.. 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0
i/O F CWC 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 1.0 2.0 3.0

i/o ACSR 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
2/0 (7 Str.) Cu 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
2/0 ACSR 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
3/0 (12 Str.) Cu 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2
3/0 ACSR 1.2 2.4 3.6 4.8 1.1 2.2 3.2

4/0 (12 Str.) Cu.. 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.5
4/0 ACSR 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 1.2 2.3 3.5

#12 BWG (Tel.).... 1.3 2.5 3.9 5.1

Total equivalent wires is sum of quantities from columns "A", "B" and "C".

(See Note under Table 1(L).)
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TABLE 2

flfl+h
Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Coeate

for External Pockets
V__-
Width of Pocket

(Inches)
Depth of Pocket

(Inches)

Measured Circumferences of
Pole (Inches)

20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50

1 2 3 4 5 6

1!23L5 l2J345 1J2J3J415 112i31415 1i2J34I5 12I3LI5

Reduction in Circumferences (Inches)

112--223--234--345--468- -68
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 4 2 4 5 5 6 3 5 6 7 8 5 7 8 9I0
1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 3 4 5 6 3 4 5 6 7 3 5 6 718

TABLE 3

®SheII
Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Coeate

for Hollow Heart

Measured
Circumference of Poles

(Inches)

Minimum Thickness of Shell (Inches)

2 2-]12 3 3-1/2 4 4-1/2

20to25 1 - - - - -

25to30 2 1 - - - -

30to35 3 2 1 - - -

35to40 4 3 2 1 - -

40to45 5 4 3 2 1 -

45tô50 7 5 4 3 2 1

TABLE 4

Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Ceate
for Enclosed Pockets

Diameter of Pocket (Inches)
Measured Thickness of Shell

(Inches)

3 4 5

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Measured Circumferences Reduction in Circumferences (Inches)
of Poles (Inches)

20 to 30 2 1 - 3 1 - 4 2 -

30to40 2 1 1 3 1 1 4 2 1

40to50 2 1 1 3 2 1 4 3 1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Rural Electrification Administration

Washington, D.C.

August 1957

SUPPLEMENT TO

Bulletin
enanc

The above bufletin recommends the use of sodium fluoride In many cases as

a first application in the groundline treatment of poles. Listed below

are available sources of this chemical, suitably packaged. Also given

are sources of penta solution and creosote.

Sodium Fluoride:
This chemical may be purchased from the companies listed below who supply

the chemical mainly to the steel industry. The sodium fluoride is sold

under the trade name RSP-6, and is conveniently packaged in one-pound

polyethelyene-sprayed paper bags marked "Sodium Fluoride - Poison". The

present quoted price is 2O per pound, f.o.b. Cleveland. The bags are

usually shipped in fiber drums containing 375 pounds, with a gross

weight of 392 pounds. The first company named is the principal supplier;

the others are distributors:

Rim-Blox Company, 3376 West 137 Street, Cleveland 11, Ohio

Elesco Smelting Corporation, 3401 S. Lawridale Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois

Excel Smelting Corporation, 1300 N 7 Street, Memphis 7, Tennessee

Independent E. Street,

Los Angeles 22, California

Malcom G. Stevens, Arlington 74, Massachusetts-
Rossborough Supply Company, 113 S.E. 5th Court, Ft. Lauderdale, P1oi4a
St. Louis Coke and Foundry Supply Company, 1525 Sublette Avenue

St. Louis 10, Missouri
St. Louis Coke arid Foundry Supply Company, 9712 East 34 Street

Kansas City, Missouri
Wolverine Foundry Supply Company, 3211 Bellevue Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

Penta Solution:
This solution, containing 5% pentachlorophenol by weight, ready to use and

shipped in 55-gallon steel drums, may be purchased from the following

companies:

Chapman Chemical Company, 707 Dermon Building, Memphis 3, Tennessee

Protection Products Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Wood-Treating Chemicals Company, 5137 Southwest Avenue, St. Louis 2,

Missouri

Creosote:
Coal tar creosote may usually be obtained from the nearest timber...treating

plant, but inquiry should be made before ordering. The creosote must

comply with Specification P-i, "Standard for Creosote", of the American

Wood_Preservers? Association, and purchase order and invoice should so

state.





UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Rural Electrification Administration

Washington 25, D. C.

August 1, 1958

To : All Borrowers

From : Assistant Administrator

Subject: Supplement to REA Bulletin 161-4 (Electric) - 441-1 (Telephone)
'Pole Maintenance' - Dated July 1957

Attached is a sample contract entitled, 'Agreement for Inspection and
Groundline Treatment of Standing Poles'.

As systems increase in age, the systematic inspection and maintenance
of poles in line become more and more necessary. REA Bulletin 161-4
(Electric) - 441-1 (Telephone), 'Pole Maintenance', provides the
borrowers a step by step procedure in detail for inspection and groundline
treatment, but we know that a number of systems will employ outside help
or contract with an individual or company for doing this work.

To help assure that the work will be properly performed, we have prepared
this sample contract for your use or guidance. It incorporates all of those
items which should be in a contract of this nature. Possibly you cannot
use the exact form in which this sample contract is prepared due to local
legal limitations or requirements. However, any contract drawn up for
this type of work should contain all of the basic items included in the sample.

Attachment





SAMPLE CONTRACT

AGREEMENT FOR INSPECTION AND GROUNDLINE TREATMENT

OF STANDING POLES

This Agreement made as of ________________________, 19, between
,

hereinafter called the 'Owner', and

hereinafter called the 'Contractor'.

Section 1. General.

(a) The Contractor shall, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter stated,
inspect those standing poles in the Owner's system which are designated below and
in the sequence shown:

(b) All poles excavated shall be given a groundline treatment, except those
found decayed near groundline to such extent as to require replacement or stubbing
promptly or within one year.

(c) The Contractor shall perform the following minor maintenance work, as
found necessary, in addition to the inspection and groundline treatment of poles:

(d) The Contractor shall provide all necessary transportation, tools and equip-
ment, except that preservatives may be provided by the Owner if so stipulated in
Sections 3 or 4 of this Agreement.

Section 2. Inspecfion.

(a) Inspection of designated poles shall be made substantially in accordance
with 'Inspection Procedures - Pole-by-Pole Inspection Methods' given in the Rural
Electrification Administration Bulletin 161-4 (Electric), 441-1 (Telephone) dated
July 1957 and hereinafter called the 'REA Bulletin'.

(b) The Contractor shall conspicuously mark, in a manner suitable to the Owner,
all badly decayed or damaged poles which in his opinion and based on careful inspec-
tion should be promptly replaced or stubbed.



(c) The Contractor shall conspicuously mark, in a manner suitable to the
Owner, all damaged poles which in his opinion and based on careful inspection
should be reinspected, replaced or stubbed within one year.

Section 3. Preservative.

(a) Unless otherwise specified in paragraph (e) of this Section, the preserva-
tive used for treatment of poles shall be as indicated below:

Coal tar creosote
5% Pentachlorophenol solution

(b) The preservative shall be supplied by:

The Owner
The Contractor

(c) If creosote is designated and is supplied by the Contractor, ti Contractor
shall furnish the Owner with a certificate of chemical analysis for each lot supplied.
The certificate shall state or indicate that the creosote does not contain more
than 39 water by volume and in all respects conforms to Standard P-i of the
American Wood-Preservers' Association.

(d) If 5% pentachlorophenol solution is designated and is supplied by the
Contractor, it shall be the manufacturer's 'ready-to-use' solution and shall be
delivered to the job in sealed drums.

(e) The preservative used shall be the following instead of creosote or 5%
pentachlorophenol solution:

and shall be supplied by the (Owner or Contractor).

Section 4. Treatment

(a) When either creosote or 5% pentachlorophenol solution is designated as
the preservative, it shall be applied in accordance with the instructions given in
the REA Bulletin. With use of either of these preservatives, a preliminary
application of one pound of sodium fluoride shall be given all poles showing
evidence of decay but not rejected, and it shall also be applied in accordance with
the instructions given in the REA Bulletin. The sodium fluoride shall be supplied
by the (Owner or Contractor).

(b) When either creosote or 5% pentachlorophenol solution is designated,
approximately the following quantity shall be applied to each pole treated:
2 gallons to poles 3O or lessin groundliñe circumference, 2-1/2 gallons to
poles over 30" and under 40" in circumference, and 3 gallons to poles 40" or
more in circumference.
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(c) When a proprietary or trade-name preservative is designated under
paragraph (e), Section 3, the Contractor shall apply it according to the instruc-
tions and in the quantity per pole stipulated by the manufacturer of the preserva-
tive.

(d) The Contractor shall furnish and affix to each pole treated a non-rusting
metal marker to indicate the type of preservative applied, the year of inspection
and treatment, and the name, initials or trade-mark of the Contractor.

Section 5. Reports.
The Contractor shall furnish the Owner in writing at intervals of
a report (hereinafter called the 'Report') of all work performed hereunder. The
Report shall include for each pole inspected, whether or not treated, substantially
the data called for in the Sample Form which is part of the REA Bulletin.

Section 6. Time of Completion.
The Contractor shall commence work hereunder on _________________, 19 ,
and shall complete the work on or before ____________________, 19

Section 7. Compensation.
The Owner shall pay the Contractor as follows:

for each pole inspected, excavated and treated.

for each pole inspected and excavated, but not found
suitable for treatment following excavation.

for each pole inspected, but not excavated or treated;
this to be a reporting charge for poles found seriously
deteriorated without excavation.

Section 8. Payment Schedule.
Within days after receipt by the Owner of each Report, the Owner shall pay
the Contractor 90% of the amount due and payable as indicated by such report,
and shall pay the remaining 10% within days after completion of all work
hereunder.

Section 9. Rights-of-Way.
The Owner shall arrange for any rights-of-way or easements which may be neces -
sary in order to carry out the terms of this Agreement.

Section 10. Termination for Default.
In addition to all other legal rights or remedies which may exist in the premises,
the Owner shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, by giving days
notice to the Contractor in writing, at any time, because of the failure of the
Contractor to perform the work with diligence and efficiency and in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement.
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Section 11. Insurance.
The Contractor shall take out and maintain during the term of this Agreement
insurance in the following minimum requirements:

(a) Workmen's Compensation Insurance covering all employees in statutory
limits who perform any of the obligations assumed by the Contractor under this
Agreement.

(b) Public Liability and Property Damage Liability Insurance covering all
operations under the Agreement: Limits for bodily injury or death, not less
than $50,000 for one person and $100,000 for each accident; for property
damage, not less than $10,000 for each accident and $25,000 aggregate for
accidents during the policy period.

(c) Automobile Liability Insurance on all sell-propelled vehicles used in
connection with the Agreement whether owned, non-owned or hired: Public
Liability limits of not less than $50,000 for one person and $100,000 for each
accident; property damage limit of $5,000 for each accident.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be
duly executed.

(Owner)

By:

Title:

(Contractor)

By:

Title:

f-f



SUPPLEMENT TO POLE MAINTENANCE
REA BULLETIN

161-)-i- ELECTRIC

ki-i TELEPHONE

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE
GROUND LINE CIRCUMFERENCE OF TELEPHONE POLES

dition of the National Electrical Safety Code permits Grade N
n of telephone systems except in unusual situations where Grades

B u or i are specified. The Code requirement as to poles in Grade N con-
struction is that they "shall be of such initial size and so guyed or
braced, where necessary, as to withstand safely the loads to which t1
be subjected, including linemen working on them." Grade N constructi
applicable in REA borrowerts systems except for railroad crossings, j
use with power companies and at certain trpes of crossings of telephc

power lines. REA TE & CM-6ll, tiDesign of Pole Lines," covers the Gra
non-joint pole line construction of new lines. REA TE & CM-617, "RaI
Crossing Specifications," covers the requirements as to new construct
replacement of poles of telephone lines crossing railroads.

REA reconmiends the use of certain percentages of the transverse storir
ings as shown in Table 1 below in calculating the required minimum gr
circumference of poles for Grade N construction. Storm loadings are

on the assumptions given in the Code and BEA recoends that pole str
be based on the expected load at the end of ten years for new poles a
the end of five years at replacement.

If the percentage figures in Table 1 are divided by 100 the result wi
the so-called "Margin of Strength" also known as the "Factor of Safet
These terms do not have the same significance as they do when used in
neering problems in structures such as steel for bridges or buildings
the loads can be more accurately assessed. Wood poles have considera
flexibility and experience has shown that they generally have the abi
withstand the irregularly applied and variable loads of wind and ice
greater extent than the calculated values. It is a matter of conveni
that the NES Code loadings are used in calculating pole ground line c
ferences. The actual loading due to storms, of course, will seldom b
exact amount assumed in the calculations.

This supplement should be attached to the copy of REA Bulletin i6i-!i-
(Electric), .4i-i (Telephone) in your files.

5-19-59





Class of Line

TABLE 1

Percent of the NES Code transverse storm
loading on which the REA required TlLinimum
ground line circumference is calculated.

New Poles At Replacement
For 10 Year Load For 5 Year Load

Subscriber lines with not more
than 5 pairs of wires (open wires
or aerial distribution wires). 100 67

Toll or trunk lines and subscriber
lines with more than 5 pairs of
wires, also all subscriber lines
with one or more multi-channel
carrier systems. 133 89

In the method provided herein for determining the necessity for telephone pole
replacement the effect of wind shielding is considered if more than 10 actual
open wires are involved, in the heavy and medium loading districts. Two-thirds
of the total number of actual open wires are to be used with a minimum of 10

wires. Shielding is not considered on other types of attachments such as sus-
pension strand, cable or the various kinds of aerial distribution wires.

Wires and cables shall be considered equivalent to various numbers of .109 inch
diameter bare wire as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

APPROXfl4ATE EQUIVALENTS OF CABLE ON SUSPENSION STRAND AND AERIAL
DISTRIBUTION WIRES IN NUNBERS OF . 109 INCH DIAMETER BARE WIRES

Storm Loading Districts
Heavy Medium Light

1 bare wire of diameter other than .109 inch. 1 1 1

1 and 2 pair aerial distribution wire all ganges. 2 2

+ and 6 pair aerial distribution wire 19 gauge. 2 2 6

12 and 18 " " " all

gauges. 2 2 8

Cable on 5/16 inch (6M) suspension strand. Ii- 6 16

Cable on 3/8 inch (lOM) suspension strand. 6 6 22

Table 3 gives the actual and equivalent numbers of open wire where shielding
is involved.



TABLE 3

ACTUAL MID EQUIVALENT NUMBERS OF OPEN
WIPES RESULTING FRCN WflID SHIElDING

Actu,al Equivalent

Number Number

Of Of

Wires Wires*

2 2

'1

6 6

8 8

10 10

12 10
114. 10

16 11

18 12

20 13

22 15

*For use with minimum ground line circumference
charts.

Six charts are included which give the required minimum ground line circum-
ferences at the time of replacement for various numbers of equivalent wires,
different span lengths, for the two percentages of calculated transverse
storm loading, for the three storm loading districts and for various species
of timber.

Example of use of charts. Assume the wire load is 10 equivalent wires on a 25
foot southern yellow pine pole in the heavy storm loading area, that the
average spans are 1-0O feet and the percentage of the calculated transverse
loading at pole replacement is 67. Chart 1 provides the minimum ground line
circumferences for the conditions specified above.

Enter the chart at the 14.00 foot mark, proceed vertically to the 10 wire line,
then horizontally to the 25 foot pole line and, then downward to the dimension
data for the species of timber of the pole, where the circumferences in inches
are shown. The chart indicates that about 22 inches is the minimum circum-
ference allowable if the pole is southern yellow pine.

The pole inspection procedures are stated in PEA Bulletin 14.11.1l (Telephone),

dated July 1957. This bulletin should be consulted for use in the pole in-
spection work in which allowance must be made for external pockets, hollow
heart and enclosed pockets for which data is given in the 1957 bulletin.

The 1957 Bulletin 1411.l_l also includes information relating to 'butt treatment
and stub reinforcement which also are applicable in telephone pole inspection
and maintenance.
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